A full line of medium- and heavy-duty emissions and exhaust parts extending the service life of Class 2-6 vehicles. We cover the gamut, including catalytic converters, mufflers, pipes, installation hardware and accessories.

Comprehensive “all-makes” product line of heavy-duty DPFs and DOCs for popular Class 7-8 diesel equipment covering hundreds of DPF and DOC applications. Each DPF is provided within a comprehensive kit including installation clamps and gaskets so you’re set right out of the box. Our high-grade stainless-steel canisters resist corrosion, 100% new OEM-grade substrates minimize backpressure.
DURABILITY FORGED FROM OVER 90 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

We’re in this for the long haul, just like you. DieselTech and DuraFit emissions solutions leverage AP Emissions’ 90 years of field application knowledge and benchmarking. We put our components through some of the most stringent testing and verification processes, improving designs and materials to ensure they maximize fleet uptime and reduce cost of ownership.

TURBO-TO-TAILPIPE

We offer exact-fit OEM replacement DPFs and DOCs for almost every major diesel emissions system. DieselTech and DuraFit are dedicated to providing replacement diesel emissions control systems to deliver exceptional durability and service life for diverse applications including over-the-road long haul trucks, route trucks, school or municipal buses, refuse trucks and construction vehicles.

BEST RETURN ON YOUR DPF AND DOC INVESTMENT

Brand new units that install confidence and reliability versus cleaned or “remaned” units where the performance is truly unknown.

DESIGNED, MANUFACTURED AND PROVEN IN NORTH AMERICA

Our replacement components combine advanced engineering, design enhancements and upgraded materials to improve performance and reliability.

EXACT-FIT DESIGNS

Install quickly and reduce vehicle downtime with exact-fit designs for your specific application.

3-YEAR WARRANTY

Not just a 3-year warranty, but also nationwide technical and installation support.

YOUR NEXT MOVE?

Getting access to DieselTech and DuraFit diesel exhaust replacement parts is simple. Call (800) 277-2787 or visit APEmissions.com.